Towards a Better World
"Just a few centimeters and it should be enough," Adeel said, when suddenly the blade of the pickaxe
hit the stone, making a painful, grating sound.
"The earth is resisting," whispered Theo, a young Greek with a soothing look. A pair of deep wrinkles
on his forehead, sunburnt from the sun and sea breeze, gave his features the nobility so characteristic of
Greek fishermen.
Adeel shook a few strokes into the cracked, dry earth, then put down the pickaxe, sat down on the dugout piece of granite rock, and lit a cigarette. He could not control his trembling hands, but in no way
would he admit, even to himself, that it was from inner despair, not for lack of physical strength. It was
already the third pit they dug this afternoon, but this time, only one meter long and less than a meter
wide.
- You do not need more, that's enough, Adeel thought to himself as he inhaled cigarette smoke and
quickly covered his mouth with his hand, as if he were about to vomit. He could feel the disgusting
distaste of nicotine mixed with the salt secretions that would normally have been tears, had it not been
for Adeel's eyes now refusing to obey, and all the salt of his soul ran down his throat, rather than his
cheeks. He was inclined, instinctively, to expel this filthy swill, but rather swallowed it, without
hesitation, so as not to desecrate the newly dug tombstone. Nearby the wheelbarrow he noticed a small
bundle— a white, ragged cocoon—resembling a butterfly chrysalis.
"You've gone through hell, now you're in paradise," thought Adeel, while watching Theo write
awkwardly on a scrap of cardboard: Omar, five years old, born in Aleppo's muhafase. Nothing more
about him. They did not even know what his real name was; they were, themselves, giving names to
unidentified refugees whose bodies had been fished from the sea almost daily for months.
- For now it must be enough, Adeel repeated silently. Tomorrow we will take care of the stone board.
On a parcel of land a few kilometers from the refugee camp in Moria on Lesbos, land owned by Theo's
parents near the island's capitol of Mitylene, they fashioned a small cemetery for those unknown. For
the boy, whose chosen name, Omar, meant "life".
Adeel closed his eyes hoping it would be easier for him to focus on inner prayer, but that only made
matters worse. There was a mental image that made his body shiver with anguish: the memory of
yesterday morning when, together with Theo, they picked up from the sea, the body of this child. Today
he was transported to the camp in Moria, where he was prepared for burial; the same day nearly sixty
refugees were fished out of the sea and brought to Moria. The boy we called Omar was identified as one
of the passengers in their plastic boat, but no one knew his true name. Adeel continued to contemplate,

eyes closed, invoking images of the impending doom of the refugees as he was told the story of their
demise:
"The boy's mother ran out of space, so she handed the child over to the relatives, one of the passengers,"
someone said.
"There was no way out,” - someone added - "there was only death waiting for them."
"I will never forget what this woman said: go towards a better world,” - added eighteen-year-old Sham
as she burst into tears.
"A few weeks after leaving, this gentleman, who had looked after our Omar, fainted and fell overboard.
The shocked boy screamed and threw himself in despair.”
“He was so tiny, a gust of wind was enough to knock him oﬀ the deck. It was impossible to Omar to get
a rescue, we would have died ourselves,” – someone else explained.
“Every day people died from hunger, exhaustion and thirst; others fainted, falling overboard. Some
jumped," whispered a young Syrian woman with a baby in her arms.
Although Adeel's parents were Muslims, they were not religious people; he silently recited a few verses
of janazah, at least as much as he remembered it, as a child, from his father's teachings.
As the sun set, Theo knelt down and crossed himself.
Oﬀ the coast of Lesbos, the boat, owned by Theo's father, lurched on the waves; flimsy and unstable,
driven by the wind like a piece of bark pushed by a child, it had long ceased to be a fishing boat. For
several months, according to the law, it served both Adeel and Theo as an illegal rescue boat.
Theo stared at the silver manes of the waves, wiping the drops of sea spray oﬀ his face. "The sea, my
mother, my salty, blue destiny,” he quoted from the Greek song, and added "how often you are
merciless and cruel. You take away even innocent children..."
"Do not blame the sea," Adeel whispered. “Blame the man”.
It is us—we people—who made the sea a cemetery.
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